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liberty which results in the tyranny of anarchy,
and at the same time in the other direction

in a government of such centralized powers as

to involve the surrender by the individual of

the exercise of those personal rights and privi-

leges which are essential to the well being of

a free state.

"We hear a great deal in these days of the

failure of religion to satisfy the needs of man-
kind ; we hear that the creeds have outgrown
their usefulness and that dogma should long
since have been relegated to the scrap heap.

"The claim is that religion should be more
elastic. One naturally wonders what these

critics think revealed and immutable truth is

and in what manner the spiritual needs of

humanity have changed since the time of our
Lord.
"They speak of revelation as if it were a

pair of suspenders to be worn for awhile and
discarded later on for something that can
stretch a little more.
"They fail to realize that the Ten Command-

ments are dogma; that the penal statutes of

the land are dogma ; that the decisions of our
courts are dogma and that every accepted

scientific hypothesis is for the time being
dogma.

Deny the Canard.

"You have often heard that Catholics are

charged with upholding and acting on the

principles that the end justifies the means.
"Don't be afraid to declare that the church

condemns it and the Jesuits never taught it.

"It would be interesting to know what
others think of this principle : the statesman
who perverts the truth for reasons of state

;

the diplomat who uses language to create a

wrong impression; the churchman who accom-
plishes doubtful results with an eye to his own
selfish ambitions ; the business man who holds

that business is war and that all things in war
are fair; the labor leader or the laboring man
who resorts to violence and sabotage for the

purpose of intimidation and revenge.

"There is one other point that 1 will merely
touch upon as time is short, but which I thhik
is of great importance in these days.

"Catholics should be foremost in all of the

community efforts which make for the general
welfare. "We are too prone to live to ourselves

and for ourselves alone.

"If there is anything in the idea of the lay

apostolate it must be expressed in our contacts
with those not of our faith.

"There are many opportunities where in

common action it is possible to bring to the

notice of our fellow-citizens the concrete re-

sults of Catholic education. If we desire

sound laws, upright officials, clean politics and
other evidences of good and intelligent citizen-

ship, we must combine and take a leading part

with all those who are striving to accomplish
these things,

"By our fruits shall we be known and it is

by giving evidence of Catholic faith through
Catholic conduct that Catholic principles can
best be made known to those who are ignorant

of them.
"A few words in conclusion.

Life—A Battle

"Life is a battle but it is not therefore less

attractive.

"There never was a time in the history of

mankind when there was so much to interest

the mind and heart of man as there is today,

and no time when the power of the trained in-

tellect to think straight was more needed.

"The wonderful development of the natural

sciences; the newly discovered forces of

nature ; the advance in professional knowledge
;

the modern methods of social welfare which

are concerned with the various phases of in-

dividual criminality and delinquency; experi-

ments in the science of government; in the de-

velopment and exploitation of natural re-

sources ; the ever widening fields for intellec-

tual activity ; in fine all the many problems

arising from individual relationship and na-

tional associations made possible by hitherto

unimagined means of communication ; all these

things, and more that I might enumerate, open

to you vistas of work to be done and rewards

to be gained which must necessarily make a

strong appeal to your young imagination and

ambitions.

"In going forth to grapple with these condi-

tions remember that you are to do it with

equipment acquired at Villanova. You will

not all reach the eminence of success as the

world estimates success.

"You will have your disappointments and
your sorrows; that h the common fate of all.

"But you can attain^success in the sense that

you have honestly and>sj^estly aimed at the

highest ; impressed your ch^t»<j^r upon your
surroundings and tried in according with the

principles of Catholic education to make the

world a nobler and better place to live in."


